The NOvA long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiment is getting record numbers of 120GeV protons on target from Fermilab's NuMI neutrino beam. We take advantage of the sophisticated particle identification algorithms of the experiment to search for Lightweight Dark Matter (LDM) in the first year of data from the 300-ton, off-axis, low-Z, Near Detector of NOvA during the experiment's first physics runs. LDM models predict that under-10 GeV candidates produced in the NuMI target might scatter or decay in the Near Detector. We simulate an example of the Neutral Vector Portal model with the sensitivity estimate of 10 -39 cm 2 , which corresponds to O(10) LDM candidates per three years of data, looking at single EM showers between 5 and 15 GeV in a model independent way. 
Introduction
There have been several ideas proposed to look for Dark Matter candidates from so called Hidden sector [1, 2] . We take the advantage of the accelerator technology developed for Intensity Frontier, which, according to some models [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , might be capable of producing mediators feebly coupling those HS candidates to SM (so we can detect them). A Neutral Vector Portal model predicts direct (quark on quark) or indirect (meson decay) production of V mediators at the high luminosity proton beam-dumps, decaying in a pair of Dark Matter particles. The cosmological constrains estimate ~40µb production of 1GeV vector particle V at NuMI beam [7] , decaying to DM particles which might then interact in a near detector through a reverse process, scattering on a nucleon or electron of a neutrino detector. 
NOvA ND as a beam-dump experiment
The NOvA (NuMI Off-axis electron-neutrino Appearance) experiment at Fermilab uses the world's most intensive beam, the NuMI, with bunches of 120GeV primary protons striking a carbon target at an intensity of up to 700 kW. The NOvA Near Detector sits underground, one kilometer from the target area, shielded by the surrounding rock, leaving only neutrinos (and potentially other rarely interacting particles) to reach the detector. Expectedly, any LDM induced events would be very rare compared to the 6-order of magnitude more CC neutrino interactions on nucleons, or the 4-orders of magnitude higher-rate NC. The NOvA ND is positioned 11 meters to the left of the beam center (14 mrad off-axis), which defines the beam-dump re-interpretation of the complex. The beam neutrinos at this angle have a narrow band of energies around 2 GeV [7] and travel mostly through the earth that protects the NOvA ND from all high energy hadronic products much better than other current setups. The expected neutrino-induced background rate per year is of the order of 10 6 up to 3 GeV and drops by two orders at 5-10 GeV and by 2 more in the region above 30 GeV. The main expectation for a viable measurement is that the real LDM rate drops off slower with energy and therefore, after the total data accumulation and the event type identification, the LDM signal to neutrino background will improve.
LDM from NuMI model example
Reinterpretation of the NuMI source and the NOvA ND complex as a beam-dump experiment enables searches of rare events in a model independent way. For the popular example of the Vector Portal, the mass of a directly produced vector mediator particle may reach maximum of 15 GeV available from the 120 GeV of the proton on the carbon target. The studies with the NOvA ND on LDM masses can extend up to 7.5 GeV. This range of LDM masses cannot be accessed by direct detection experiments as they have a cut-off above the 10 GeV [8] and it cannot be studied either by other current fixed target neutrino experiments as they have lower proton beam energy and therefore, cannot produce mediators heavier than 1 GeV [8, 9] . The sensitivity limits are calculated using PYTHIA 8.1 framework [10] on a simplified case of direct production of a 1GeV vector mediator instantly decaying to a pair of LDM with masses 100, 300 and 450 MeV. 
LDM interactions in NOvA ND At NuMI beam intensity of ~6 ·10
20 POT per year, the expected production rate is estimated to O(10 14 ) LDM particle candidates per year, leaving the target area boosted forward into few degrees around the beam direction. The angular acceptance of NOvA ND is 0.6<  <0.8 and the energy distribution from few up to 60 GeV peaks around 20 GeV, much higher than the neutrino 2GeV maximum. The interaction example for this work is the cleanest of discussed channels -the elastic scattering of LDM on atomic electrons, a neutral current event dependent on the kinematics of the involved particles only. This channel is relatively weak compared to the scattering on nucleons but it is a clean, well-understood, leptonic process, with an easily identifiable single EM-shower along the LDM direction pointing directly back to the target, without any hadronic effects. However, the EM showers of higher energies may not be contained in the 330ton NOvA ND, so the identification efficiency declines with energy. The scattering cross section is within 10 -36 and 10 -45 cm 2 (from direct detection experiments and several collider monojet measurements), resulting in up to thousands of events per year. For comparison, the EM spectra induced by neutrino interactions was produced by the NOvA analysis framework, using a sophisticated artificial neural network PID SW, which was tuned for energies between 1 and 3 GeV. The search area for the LDM signal extends between 5 and 15 GeV, since the PID tools are inefficient beyond 20 GeV. We have used the same PID cuts and methods on the first-year neutrino data and custom LDM signal files. All the expected neutrino interaction channels that have similar signatures are the background for the LDM signal ( Figure  3 ). At this low exposure, statistical errors and uncertainties in target-kaon production would dominate the measurement. This novel discovery approach with existing NOvA detector could become a precision measurement with future projects like DUNE [11] and SHiP [12] , using higher intensities, energies and fiducial volumes at shorter baseline.
